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Abstract: In the production of a target text, the translator takes into consideration not only equivalence but also contextual information about the communicative event and the participants' intentions, beliefs and actions. Pragmatic markers are linguistic oral cues that bring contextual information to the text, frame the sequence of events and provide the utterance with the necessary illocutionary force. Although empty of propositional meaning, they do have important procedural meaning, as key linguistic pieces interpretive processes. The aim of this contribution is to discuss the role that markers play in the translator's task of producing a target text, focusing on the cross-linguistic functional equivalences and interpretive resemblance between what is encoded and what is communicated. The discussion is exemplified with instances taken from The Talented Mr Ripley by Patricia Highsmith (1955) and from the Spanish translation A pleno sol (El talento de Ripley) by Jordi Beltrán (1981).
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